
TOPSPIN ERP Strategic Importance To Deliver Drastic Improvements [Costing & Product Mix Decisions] 

TOPSPIN ERP major emphasis is over raw-materials and market resources to bring drastic benefits for 

spinners rather than incremental. Hence let us describe costing and optimum product mix through 

our ERP solutions: 

 

Overview Of Costing Module 

 

 
 

Above screen displays overview of costing. Certain pre-requisites are essential to arrive at a count 

wise cost sheet under ever changing market conditions e.g. raw-materials or yarn prices. 
 

Make Selections 

  

 



Before moving to costing few selections are mandatory that includes type of sale, actual count, price 

basis [INCOTERMS], number of spindle/rotor/machine, GST, destination, packing type and container 

size. 

 

Review Market Scenario 

 

 
 

After making required selections market scenario are carefully reviewed. Here fiber current prices 

are reviewed [editable] and yarn selling prices are entered. This screen is capable to process costing 

data and resultantly following information in particular becomes available to confirm the bookings. 

Namely: 

 

 Net profit/loss per K.G. of yarn 

 Contribution/spindle or rotor/shift 

 Contribution/K.G. 

Bookings made through this screen become part of sold counts. 

 

View Cost Sheet 

 

Following screen shows count wise detailed cost sheet that consist variable, semi variable and fixed 

cost of elements along with profit/ loss per kg and corresponding contributions. Below screen display 

the cost sheet: 



 
 

 

Product Mix Decision 

 

 
 

 

Once count wise standard cost is available combination of counts can be selected to arrive at an 

accurate product mix. Like sold counts [order to make], unsold [make to order] counts related costing 



is also available. Various related information like overall profitability, average count for balancing the 

preparatory assembly line, remaining contracts and fiber stock position are also simultaneously 

available at a glance. 

 

A product mix can deliver ROI extremely quickly as far as investments in ERP projects are concerned. 

 

Cost MIS 

 

Financial accounting is linked with management accounting. Account heads are discretely 

interconnected with concerned elements of cost. An auto generated cost MIS compare individual 

elements of cost considered at the booking stage of yarn contracts [standard cost] with actual 

expenses incurred after the completion of purchase-production-sales cycle. Such comparison help 

management to ascertain contract wise customer profitability consistently and justify marketing 

operation and business transactions. This functionality also validate ROI towards investments in ERP 

projects 

 


